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A: With the exception of Windows 10, Step 7 does not support testing in the TIA Portal V13 SP1 version. Sorry for the inconvenience, but that is the reason. Please reach out to the Siemens Step 7 Technical Support for assistance. - Michael Q: How to create a list in loop to store a query result in a list in Python? I have the below Python code and I am trying to create a list of objects from a query.
self.apps = session.query(App) for result in self.apps: if result.start_time.hour > 1: self.apps.append(result) print("apps: ",self.apps) In particular, I am trying to append the result with the below code but I get an error message: TypeError: list indices must be integers or slices, not List[App] A: First, you're mixing up the iterator with the list, if you have a list, which is very intuitive, you can't append to
it, you would need to change self.apps.append(result) to self.apps.append(result.data) Then you would need to append all the objects in your for loop, otherwise you would only get 1 object at a time. Try this: for result in self.apps: if result.start_time.hour > 1: self.apps.append(result) Q: How to change variable within the same scope of a function? Example Code (within PHP): $name = 'harry'; echo
$name; // example of function output $name ='sebastian'; echo $name; // example of function output Is there a way to give the same result as this in one function, I.E. make it assign $name to'sebastian'; and also update $name to Harry; each time it's called (to keep the output)? I want to do this in a function and not with a while loop. This is my code: function nameChange() { $name = 'harry'; echo

$name; // example of function output $name =
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